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Welcome to the Lawyer Monthly Private Client 2018 edition
The Lawyer Monthly Private Client Awards recognises the achievements of the most knowledgeable
and solution-orientated lawyers in the profession today. With 2018 just getting started, we are able
to recognise exceptional talent and accomplishments in the legal sphere from across the globe to
see into the year ahead. Annually published, this special edition returns to showcase the best law
firms and lawyers who work with private clients to ensure they are giving the best possible advice
relating to their estates, trusts and assets.
Here at Lawyer Monthly, we illustrate the finest talent; from law firms that provide the best legal
services to each and every one of their clients, to the individual lawyer who has gone above and
beyond to manipulate their expertise in order to achieve what some deemed impossible. The
sheer range of categories listed inside, perfectly reflects how private client legal services is everincreasingly dynamic, responsive and tuned to the demands of their clients.
After extensive research and consideration, Lawyer Monthly warmly presents the winners of the
2018 Private Client Edition. We are delighted to present the firms and individuals that continued to
progress throughout the year to enable the somewhat daunting and difficult legal processes, to go
as smoothly as possible for their clients.
The selected winners provide outstanding service to a diverse range of individuals: from clients
wanting to protect their assets, to landlords and high-net entrepreneurs. Lawyer Monthly would
like to sincerely congratulate all of the 2018 winners and wish them continued success for the
upcoming year.
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ITALY

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
• Criminal Area
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INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL
LAW FIRM OF THE YEAR

• Civil Area
• Commercial Area
• Labour Area
• Administrative Area
• Banking and Financial Area
• Tax and Fiscal Area
• Engineering

FIRM PROFILE

FLA is a professional association of lawyers, tax and labour consultants characterised by the competence to offer assistance and consultancy, both extrajudicial

• Energy

and in court, in criminal, civil, administrative, fiscal and labour cases, to Italian and

CONTACT DETAILS

By being offered a multidisciplinary approach and a complete and integrated

FLA - Floresta Longo e Associati
Via De Caro, 104, 95126 Catania
Tel: +39 095 7122020 | Fax: +39 095 495320
Viale Liegi, 58, 00198 Roma
Tel. +39 06 4551194 | Fax +39 06 45543889
segreteriaroma@fla.it | Web: www.fla.it

foreign companies, and public bodies.

range of highly professional services, our Clients are able to concentrate all the
requirements regarding the management of their enterprise in a sole entity. Thanks
to its consolidated presence in the area, FLA represents the ideal professional hub
for the development and safeguard of the interests of large, medium and small
firms that wish to make use of the services of a team of specialists characterised by
cross-competences, able to respond to a wide spectrum of Client’s requirements,
in flexibility and versatility as well as providing dynamic consultancy.
An innovative synthesis between the enterprise and the consultant designed to
become a well developed and enhanced base for a true partnership through the
sharing of goals and the careful, personal and rapid search for operative solutions.
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